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By using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) program, the impeller's 
output could be visualized without creating a prototype which would cost the time and 
money. For this research, simulation of computational fluid dynamics is performed on 
two forms of impeller design (Counterflow and Sawtooth) and modification of their 
design (4-Sided Impeller and Inclined Blade Sawtooth Impeller) for evaluation 2 
technique of simulating was used to analyse the rotation of the impellers which are the 
Multiple Reference Frame method and the Moving Wall method.  The simulations 
result shown by vector of velocity and wall shear of vectors. The efficiency of the 
impellers is then measured on the basis of the result obtained comparatively. The 
results of this project are important in determining an effective impeller to mix 
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1.1 BACKGROUND STUDY 
In many industrial applications mixing plays an important role, not limited to, 
petrochemical, food processing and paint manufacturing. The mechanically stirred 
vessel is one of the most common tools used for mixing and the most important 
component of this vessel is the impeller. The flow resulting from mechanical agitation 
is known to be turbulent.  
 careful analysis and selection of effective impellers will produce an efficient 
and homogeneous combination. Companies that rely on mixing operations need to 
invest in mixing equipment that can be used on a wide variety of production and 
application items, including fluid volumes and varying levels of viscosity. 
Homogeneity in industries is key, because resources are used. 
The measuring efficiency of the mixing performance of an impeller may be 
factors such as impeller geometry, number of impeller blade, impeller size, working 
fluid, the impeller configuration often operating angular velocity. Mixing phase also 
involves three processes, called propagation, dispersion, and diffusion. Distribution 
known as the fluid's bulk diffusion which is called macromixing. Usually, the quantity 
of a mixing device is defined in terms of the dimensional Reynolds impeller number 
Rei, expressed in the fluid vessel as a function of the density of the fluid, the dynamic 
viscosity μ, the diameter of the vessel, D, and the speed of the rotor, N in rev / s. 
An important role of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in fluid flow is to 
analysis use of numerical approach and simulation. By using this program, we can 
research complex and creative design and implementation in any setting easily, 
removing prototype requirement. CFD better in selecting the best design, also predict 





1.2 Problem Statement 
The problem with the current design of the impeller is that although they have 
the conditions needed to produce turbulent flow, the flow is either too localized or too 
inefficient to effectively transfer the kinetic energy momentum and turbulence. While 
these original designs should work well enough when used in less viscous liquid, but 
initial findings indicate that the performance of the impellers deteriorated at more 
viscosity liquid as the  Counterflow impeller showing considerable loss in efficiency. 
This demands a redesign that can fix the initial design flaw. 
 
1.3 Objective 
The objectives of this project are: 
I. To evaluate and analyse mixing performance of the original impeller designs 
and their modified counterpart by analyse its velocity vector and wall shear 
vector. 
 
1.4 Scope of Study 
Research scope for study and designing impeller for mixing paint project 
involves mainly the topic of mechanical engineering technical drawing design and 
fluid dynamic design. And the most important thing is Computer Assisted 
Engineering, which explains a great deal about Computational Fluid Dynamic, CFD 
software. There are also associated core subjects of mechanical engineering, such as 
mechanics, and engineering materials.   
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1.5 Scope of Work 
The research was carried out to test and analyse the efficiency of mixing of two 
initial impeller designs, the Sawtooth and the Counterflow impeller, and their 
improved version, the Inclined Blade Sawtooth and the 4-side Impeller. 
The designing of the impellers is using CATIA V5 software. The impeller and 
the vessel were modelled as laboratory scale equipment. Which the scale is varied 
depends on the application.  
For this study the research is carried out using numerical rather than 
experimental method. By the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software, 
the impeller's fluid flow could be visualized and its parameters tabled and displayed 
for evaluation and analysis.  
The CFD program that is used for this analysis will be ANSYS Fluent 18.2 to 
simulate impeller rotation and fluid flow. The simulation method used is a study of 3-
Dimensions. The design of the impeller will be imported from CATIA into ANSYS 
Design Modeler in order to define the position of the impeller in relation to the mixing 
vessel on the X-Y-Z plane before being meshed, to define the boundary condition and 
to fluently imported where the necessary parameters are set. In the CFD 
Postprocessing the simulation results are evaluated graphically and statistical analysis. 
 
1.6 Significance of Study 
The simulation results graphical analysis such as the velocity streamline and 
the wall shear vector would provide insight on how the impeller's structure and design 
affects the flow as the impeller passes through the fluid. The statistical evaluation will 
show the degree of improvement of the new designs compared to their original 
counterpart and will decide which of the designs may produce better mixing for the 
case of paint mixing. This diagram will allow the impeller to understand and know the 
induced flow, which in turn will help to pick the best impeller for paint mixing 








This diagram will allow the impeller to understand and know the induced flow, 
which in turn will help to pick the best impeller for paint mixing application and the 
future of impeller design  [1]. 
In a turbulent flow, a large number of eddies of different sizes coexist, and the 
process of splitting the bulk flow into smaller eddies is called dispersion. Dispersion 
is referring to the combining of the intermediate length scale hence it is called 
mesomixing. The degree of homogeneity resulting from dispersion is restricted to the 
size of the smallest eddies that could occur in a specific liquids [3]. 
Diffusion is the smaller-scale mixing, which also known as micromixing, is 
comparatively slow but still more efficient process on a small length range. Mixing of 
low viscous liquid like water with 1 mPa viscosity with momentum transfer and 
turbulence occurs. Although highly viscosity liquid, causes frictional drag on the 
impeller, the high speed from the impeller to the region around the impeller [4][5]. 
 
2.2 Viscosity 
A fluid's viscosity is a measure of its resistance to gradual deformation cause 
of  strain [7]. In liquids it can be translated informally as the "thickness" of the liquid 
In other words, with higher viscosity fluid getting more friction between molecules, 
which makes it more difficult for fluids to deformed [8]. 
Viscosity is important because mixing of viscous material can require a variety 
of industrial processes. It is well known that viscosity have a significant effect on the 
fluid flow, mixing, and mass and energy transport. Therefore, an understanding of 
liquid viscosity impact on mixing is highly essential[9]. 
The fluid temperature also influences the viscosity of a liquid, and the relation 
between fluid viscosity and temperature is inversely proportional. Liquids have lower 
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viscosity at higher temperatures due to the high-energy molecule which resists the 
cohesive force between them. 
A fluid is known as a Newtonian fluid if it behaves in accordance with the Law 
of Newton, where the viscosity is independent of stress. Newtonian can be called 
gasses, water and other liquids such as industrial paint. Non-Newtonian liquids violate 
Newton's Law in which the viscosity is dependent of the stress applied [10]. For 
process of mixing, the higher viscos fluid would generally require more kinetic energy 
and more momentum from the impeller to overcome the viscous force[11]. Therefore, 
a careful selection of impeller design is important as an efficient impeller could 
produce higher turbulence at lower rotational speed. The table below shows the 
viscosity of different substance. 
Table 2.1: Viscosity for Different Substances at 20˚C 
Substance Viscosity (mPa.s) 
Waters  1.0016 
Whole Milk  2.12 
Honeys 4000 
Glycerines 648 
Paint for industrial 100 
 
There is no common viscosity for industrial paint because the value will differ 
depending on the composition of the paint such as binder, thickener, solvent, any 
additive and extender. 
 
2.3 Impeller 
Impeller is a mechanical component used for transferring the kinetic energy 
and the momentum from the impeller's rotational motion to the surrounding fluid. In a 
mixing vessel, the impeller serves as an essential part in order to provide a 
homogeneous solution by reducing the fluid concentration gradients [11]. When an 
impeller travels through the fluid, the impeller's motion is transmitted to the 
surrounding fluid and the impeller's geometry and design causes fluid flow. 
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An impeller's mixing efficiency depends on factors such as the geometry of the 
impeller, the size of the impeller, the number of impeller blades, the fluid used, the 
impeller configuration and the angular velocity.  Usually, the quantification of a 
mixing device is known as the dimensional Reynolds impeller number Rei, expressed 
in the fluid vessel as a function of the density of the fluid, the dynamic viscosity of μ, 
the diameter of the vessel, D, and the speed of the rotor, N in rev / s. As shown in 
Equation below [12]: 




For this analysis, an industrial paint density norm will be used for 880 kg / m3, with 
dynamic viscosity of 0.05, rotational impeller speed will be determined as 5 rev / s, 
and vessel diameter of 0.16 m, resulting in a Reynolds impeller number of Rei=14080. 
Because the flow at Rei > 10,000 is considered totally turbulent, this research can be 
viewed as a completely turbulent mixing review. 
 
2.4 Turbulence 
 Turbulent flow can be characterized as a fluid movement pattern with dramatic 
changes in its pressure and velocity as compared to a laminar flow in which the fluid 
flows in parallel layers without any interruption in layer formation. [13]. Turbulence 
occurred by excess kinetic energy in sections of a fluid flow that surmounted the 
damping effect of the viscosity of the fluid.   
Turbulence flows depended on the viscosity of the fluid, and it is easier to occur 
in a lower viscosity of fluid like water, also it is more difficult to produce on high 
viscous fluid. The turbulence flow could be predicting by using a number of Reynolds 
which is a ratio of a fluid kinetic energy to its viscous of damping [14]. 
 Turbulence is important in a mixing phase and is accomplished from a constant 
supply of energy which is the impeller's rotational motion. The supply of energy needs 
to be both required and maintained as turbulence dissipates at a rapid rate as its kinetic 
energy is transformed by viscous shear stress into internal energy. It produces eddies 
of varying size in the vessel, allowing more eddies to be created before it reaches a 
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small scale that is necessary for diffusion to happen. The rate on which diffusion 
happens is known as the Kolmogorov Length Scale [15]. 
 
2.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
 An important role of Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) played in fluid flow 
analysis using numerical approach and simulation. This method make engineers easier 
on research and implement both new and complex designs in a virtual world, removing 
the need for any prototype  [16]. This software also helps in determine the best design, 
predict the possible outcome before proceed to any real fabrication. 
  Mixing parameters can be studied using CFD include the flow types, mixing 
time, power requirements and velocity patterns [17]. Impeller in architecture played 
crucial role in agitated mixing and showing result of flow pattern that later could be 
theoretically visualized using CFD.  
A variety of methods were employed in mechanically agitated mixing for 
turbulent flow simulation. With regard to CFD, the typical approach is the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation. The RANS method averages the equations 
over a time interval or a series of similar fields and is commonly used in the estimation 
of stable-state solutions [18]. 
The Navier-Stokes equations represent the turbulence characteristic and are the 
basis used to define the flow phenomenon. These equations are based on the 
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Energy Conservation Equation, 
 
       
∂𝜌𝑒
∂𝑡
+ ∇. 𝑒𝑢 = −∇(𝑢. 𝑃) − ∇. 𝑞                           (2.4.3) 
 
Where u, ρ, e, q are the velocity components, density, total energy per unit 
volume and heat flux respectively. P is the stress tensor, and in a Newtonian fluid it is 
defined by: 
 
𝑃 = 𝑝(𝜌, 𝑇)𝐼 +
2
3
𝜇(∇. 𝑢)𝐼 − 𝜇[(∇𝑢)+(∇𝑣)𝑇]               (2.4.4) 
 
 Where p(ρ,T) is the scalar pressure, I, is a unit diagonal tensor, T is the 
temperature and µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient. 
The k-ε model is a two-equation model that comes under RANS, where the 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) and its dissipation rate (π) are used to characterize 
the unstable flow fields [16]. K-π model has good precision, time savings and is ideal 
for a wide range of studies on turbulence flow [18]. 
Generally speaking, the key drawback associated with the RANS models is that 
it fails to accurately predict the specific characteristics of complex flows, as the k-ε 
model assumes turbulence isotropy.  Nevertheless, it is the most fitting  CFD tool 






3.1 Methodology Overview 
Analysis Methodology is types of methodology used to complete this project. 
Methodology by research is a way of systematically answering the research problem. 
This offers the best level for the researcher to schedule job progress with the ultimate 
aim of solving the job using the correct methodology in specifications.  
The project begins by gather the needed information and having literature 
review of subject that involve in developing impeller. Detailed information is required 
to have proper design of the impeller as the best design for the impeller and to 
understand its fluid flow result before the design process starts. The initial 
configuration for the impeller is the Counterflow and Sawtooth impeller. The reason 
these two impellers are chosen is because they possess the specific flow feature, and 
this impeller has been commonly used in industrial paint mixing. 
The initial prototypes of the impeller were first developed before being 
imported into the ANSYS where they would be pre-processed and simulated. The 
simulation result will then be evaluated and analysed in order to compare the flow 
characteristics and identify the weakness in the fluid flow induced. 
Pre-processing and simulation process by graphically are then observed for the 
modified design then the result will be analysed and evaluating with the original 
impeller design to determine their efficiency and effectiveness. This project needs to 
design impeller and simulate the rotating impeller in a CFD software where the study's 
flow characteristics. 
 
3.1.1 Computer Aided Design Process 
The impellers design was developed by using software of CATIA V5. This 
software is chosen because of the software's familiarity and experience, and because 
it can provide a multitude of command tools that promote the impeller design process. 
The impellers were designed as laboratory equipment with a regular 80 mm diameter 




The impeller designs then imported from CATIA into ANSYS for pre-
processing. It is then setting into meshing tool to mesh where the domains are 
distinct into small volumes of power. The mesh usually consists of three 
different parts, region of the enclosure and region of the revolving area, and 
region of the impeller. 
 
CFD Setups 
The simulations were prepared with fluent solver. By using different 
pressure based, absolute velocity, and steady state condition with gravity acting 
on the negative z-axis. The material chosen for the fluid is paint with a density, 
ρ, of 880 kg/m3 and constant viscosity, µ, of 0.04 kg/m.s as discussed on the 
literature review. 
By the technique of Multiple Reference Frame (MRF), the cell zone for 
the rotating domain will be set to frame motion with 300 rpm at the z-axis 
direction. This system would conduct the fluid domain around the impeller, 
close to how the exhausted fan operates. As for the Moving Wall process, the 
moving domain wall, which reflects the shape of the impeller, is set to rotate 
in the z-axis direction at rotational velocity of 300 rpm. 
 
CFD Post Processing 
The post-processing was done using ANSYS CFD-Post. There are two 
sets of data taken from each simulation to be evaluated; The velocity 
streamline, velocity and wall shear vectors. 
 
3.1.2 Design Process 
 Two of original impellers and their adjustment are designed using CAD 
software to set the dimensions of the impeller on a lab scale of 80 mm total impeller 
diameter and 20 mm impeller body diameter. The designs are designed to generate 





Counter flow impeller 
          The Counter flow impeller always impose a turbulent flow characteristic cause 
of the two blades at different orientation with a buffer plate in between. These two 
blades allow for two separate flow directions in one movement and thus help to 
generate turbulence and increase fluid mixing. As a typical laboratory scale, the 
impeller's blade will enforce a length of 20 mm with a width of 20 mm on the inside 
and 10 mm on the outside, the buffer plate will be 2 mm thick and the outer blade will 
be 8 mm long and 20 mm broad.  
 
 





       The Sawtooth impeller consists of a disk with twelve alternating protruded blades 
on its edge having a perpendicular height:7 mm from the base. This makes a slotted 
impact fluid flow as the fluid flows upward and downward the protruding edges as the 











Figure 3.1.2: Sawtooth Impeller 
 
Sawtooth impeller mainly would consist of three main parts which labelled in Figure 
3.1.2 above: 
1. Impeller Body. 
Purpose and dimension of the impeller body in the laboratory which same as 
discussed on the Counterflow impeller. 
 
2. Impeller disks plate 
This part plays an important work when flowing the fluid flow which is to 
create the "slotted" fluid effect in competition with the protruded blades. The 










3. Protrude Blade 
This part is the most priority source of fluid flow as it will create slotted flow 
effect by the blades will directing the flow upwards and downwards. This 
design comprises 12 number of blades each with a height of 10 mm 
 
The design of Sawtooth impeller in CATIA V5 need multiple steps because of 
its complex and detail design. The required steps include padding the impeller plate 
and 2-Dimensional sketching, designing arc-shaped 2-Dimensional sketching of its 
blades and creating circular patterns to create multiple blades.  
 
 





Figure 3.1.4: Dimensional of Sketching for Sawtooth Protruded Blade 
 
The 4-Sided impeller 
The 4-sided impeller are updated version for counter flow impeller with four blades at 
different orientations that designed to mimic the slotted fluid flow effect of the 
stitching sawtooth impeller while allowing the same path of fluid flow in different 

















Inclined Bladed Sawtooth Impeller 
 For this design is slight change to the Sawtooth impeller. In original impeller 
the protruded blades are oriented at 90˚, but on this impeller the blade oriented 45˚ thus 
the radial flow of impeller improved. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.6: Inclined Blade of Sawtooth Impeller Design 
 
       Tilted protruded blades are positioned at 45 as shown in Figure 3.1.6 above with 
the intention of extending the draw region of fluid mixing by dispersing the 
concentrated flow at the middle region produced by the radial flow action. In other 
words, the flow would increase radially by providing wide area of the draw field, which 




3.2 General Simulation Structure 
 
The modelling will be done using Ansys Fluent Workbench 18.2 and the process are 
as Figure 3.2.1 below:  
 
 
Figure 3.2.1: Ansys Fluent's General Procedure 
 
In this study, the CAD is done before the pre-processing instead of during the 
pre-processing as the impeller design is done using CATIA before being imported to 








3.3 CFD Pre-Processing 
 
 Pre-Processing is where the analysis domain, boundary state, and parameters 
are set before the simulation is performed. ANSYS Workbench 18.2 has three pre-
processing phases which are Geometry, Mesh, and Setup. Geometry and Meshing will 
be covered in this section while Setup will be discussed in another section due to the 
elaborate steps required. 
 
3.3.1 Geometry 
           In Geometry, the design of the impeller is could be created using ANSYS built-
in CAD such as Project Modeler Space Argument. In this analysis, the impeller design 
was done using CATIA V5 and imported in Geometry Pre-Processing into ANSYS 
Design Modeler. As this study is about 3-Dimensional flow, the form of analysis must 
be selected as 3D before using the Geometry Pre-Processing method. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.2: 3D Geometry Analysis Type Selection 
 
 Once the impeller designs were imported, the coordinate axes were defined 
with the impeller positioned to rotate along the Z-axis direction. The command used 









In Design Modeler two domains were generated using the Enclosure command. 
Which represented the region of the impeller and the mixing vessel called "rotating" 
and "closing" respectively. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.4: Rotating Domain 
 
The rotating domain is a cylindrical fluid enclosure aligned in the Z-axis having 
a radius, positive Z-axis, and negative Z-axis cushion of 0.01m from the impeller. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.5: Enclosure Domain 
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 The enclosure domain is a cylindrical fluid enclosure centered in the Z-axis 




 Boolean is the command used to describe the two or more geometries that 
connect. Boolean is made up of facets of Join, Deduct, Overlap and Imprint. With the 
Boolean command in place, the research domain is divided into three different 
domains: Impeller, revolving and enclosure.  
The Boolean command used for this analysis is the Deduct. Two sets of 
Booleans have been used, one is to remove the impeller from the rotating domain, 
leaving an impeller-shaped hole in the middle of the rotating domain empty. Another 
Boolean had been used to detach the revolving domain from the enclosure.  
 
 













The finalized geometry was imported to the meshing tool to define and 
discretize the geometry into small control volumes for simulation and calculation. 
There are several ways to create a mesh, the mesh could be either manually or 
automatically generated and to decide whether to use a form of fine, medium or coarse 
structured mesh. Generally speaking, the finer the mesh, the more accurate the result 
is, but more computational time and power is required.  
 
 
Figure 3.3.1: Fine Mesh Sizing Selection 
 
The meshing quality required depends on the type of study, as certain study 
needed a higher quality mesh to obtain accurate specific parameters such as velocity, 
pressure and so on while comparative studies such as this one, meshing quality is not 
critical so long as all the analysis uses the same method of meshing. In the present 
study, a fine structured mesh is selected and automatic mesh generation was used. 
During meshing the inlets, outlets, etc. are usually defined for setting up boundary 
conditions, but since there is no inlet or outlet in this study, specific naming and 





Figure 3.3.2: Automatic Generation Fine Meshed Region 
 
3.4 CFD Setup 
 
 If the meshing is finished and imported into ANSYS Fluent, parameters such 
as the solver, fluid properties, cell zones, and boundary conditions, etc. need to be set 
for simulation. Fluent is set and runs for 3-Dimensional analysis. 
 
3.4.1 General Solver 
 
 General solver is where the solver type for the simulation is selected, for this 
study, the solver that is used is steady, pressure-based, absolute velocity formulation. 
The distinction between a steady and a transient solver is that in a steady state the 
simulation lacks the terms that deal with time while in transient, these terms are taken 
into account and thus the complexity of the solution is increased and the computational 
time is increased. Stable state solver has proven adequate for turbulent mixing  [16]. 
 Density-based solver is usually used in simulation of high-speed compressible 
flow while pressure-based solver is used in low speed incompressible flow. For 
velocity formulation, relative velocity is usually used in the case where the majority 
of the fluid is rapidly rotating. Since in this study only the impeller is rotating, the 
absolute velocity formulation is used. Gravity plays a role in case of turbulent mixing 






Figure 3.4.1: General Solver Used 
 
3.4.2 Simulation Models 
 
For standard wall function, this study uses viscous realizable k-π model. The 
realizable model was used instead of the standard model because it uses an additional 
eddy viscosity state and a dissipation transport equation that is derived from the 
variance in vorticity, resulting in a more precise solution thus increasing the 
computational time and is ideal for turbulent mixing studies. The basic wall function 
is the most widely used wall function and is ideal for a wide variety of simulation, the 









 The fluid properties and material of the impeller had been described in the 
fluent material tab. The fluid used for the analysis is the user-defined industrial paint 
with a density of 880 kg / m3 and a viscosity of 0.05 kg / m3 while the content of the 
impeller was set to 7700 kg / m3 of user-defined stainless steel. 
 
Figure 3.4.3: Fluid Properties 
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3.4.4 Cell Zone Conditions 
 
 In cell zone conditions, the behaviour of the domains was defined. In this study, 
two different methods are used to simulate the rotation of the impellers which are the 
Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) and the Moving Wall method. The multiple 
reference frame method utilizes the rotation of the domain to represent the impeller's 
rotation, so the conditions of the cell zone must be set in the MRF system. The rotating 
domain is set with frame motion rotating in the negative direction of the Z-axis at a 
rotational velocity of 300rpm while the rotating domain is set to stationary in the 
Moving Wall system. 
 
 






Figure 3.4.5: Moving Wall Method Rotating Domain Cell Zone Condition Setup 
 
 
3.4.5 Boundary Conditions 
 
 In the setup of boundary conditions, the domain walls are described as being 
either stationary, rotating, or translated. In the MRF method, the rotating domain wall 
is set to be stationary while the moving domain wall is set to rotate at an absolute 
rotational velocity of 300 rpm in the z-axis direction in the Moving Wall method. The 
enclosure wall is set to stationary for both the system. 
 
 
















3.4.6 Solution Methods 
 
 The solution methods define the method used to compute the solution of the 
simulation. The methods used for this analysis are SIMPLE Velocity-Pressure 
Coupling Scheme with Least Squares Cell Based Gradient Spatial Discretization, 
Second Order Pressure, Second Order Upwind Momentum, Second Order Upwind 
Turbulence Kinetic Energy, Second Order Upwind Turbulent Dissipation Rate. The 
methods were left at default except the Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Turbulent 
Dissipation Rate which were set to First Order Upwind by default. 
 According to ANSYS Fluent user guide, the SIMPLE scheme is used as default 
as it is suitable for a wide range of application and mesh skewness. The same could be 
said for the Least Squares Cell Dependent Gradient, though it is the least accurate of 
all choices, it is made default because it balances time and accuracy of the 
computation. The transition from First Order Upwind to Turbulent Kinetic Energy and 
Turbulent Dissipation Rate is designed to increase computational accuracy. The First 
Order Upwind is the simplest Upwind scheme possible and Second Order Upwind 
Scheme improve the scheme by adding an additional data point which offers more 
accuracy on approximation of spatial derivative [20]. 
 
 





 Until starting the calculation, initialization is needed to provide the initial 
calculation values, while at the same time checking for errors during calculation setup. 
ANSYS Fluent provides two forms of initialization which are hybrid and normal. The 
meaning of both the initialization is as follows, according to Fluent's user guide: 
 
Hybrid Initialization: Hybrid initialization uses a combination of different 
interpolation method and also using Laplace equation to 
solve the velocity and the pressure. Other variables such as 
temperature, turbulence and specific fractions will be fixed 
automatically based on interpolation and domain averaged 
value. 
Standard Initialization: Standard initialization in ANSYS Fluent requires manually 
assigning the variable and the value. It is also can be used 
to observe small changes and assign difference in pressure, 
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy. 
 
 Generally speaking, in most case studies, hybrid initialization is more flexible 
and realistic to use because the software agrees on the best initial values for the case 
study, whereas Standard initialization is typically used when the initial calculation 
values are essential to the solution and the user needs to specify them. The Hybrid 





Figure 3.4.10: Solution Initialization Setup 
 
 
3.4.8 Run Calculation 
 
 Once all the required setting up is done, the final step is to set number of 
iterations, since this is a steady state analysis which means that this study is time 
independent, the time step and step size is not required. The software is designed for 
this study to run every 1 iteration for 2000 iterations, with reporting and profile update 
intervals- The calculation was completed for 2000 iterations in 2-3 hours for the 
computational period of time. 
 
 
3.5 CFD Post-Processing 
 
 Once the calculation is complete, the results are imported from Fluent into 






3.5.1 Wall Shear Vector Setup 
 
 The Wall Shear Vector is a graphical representation that is used to visualize the 
direction of fluid flow on the impeller surface as the impeller rotates. The Wall Shear 
Vector is created on the “wall rotating” location which is the impeller, using Vertex 
Sampling, Reduction Factor with a Factor of 1. The symbol used is the Line Arrow 
with a value of 2 for size and a value of 1. Reduction Factor option is used as the 




Figure 3.5.1: Wall Shear Vector Setup 
 
3.5.2 Velocity Vector Setup 
 
 The Velocity Vectors, as opposed to the direction of fluid flow on the impeller 
surface, is a graphical representation of the direction of fluid flow in the mixing vessel. 
The Velocity Vector is generated using Vertex Sampling, Reduction Factor with a 
Factor of 3, at the "enclosure" position which is the mixing vessel. The symbol used is 





Figure 3.5.2: Velocity Vector Setup 
 
3.5.3 Statistical Graphs Setup 
 
 The statistical graphs are created to provide visualization on the numerical data 
of each impeller designs. The graphs are used by analysis of the Velocity produced by 
each impeller design to determine the mixing efficiency of the impellers. A lines are 
created at different height in the mixing vessel to represent the mixing parameters of 
the impellers at different regions in the mixing vessel. The chart created is an XY chart 
type with the X-axis representing the radial distance and Y-axis representing the studied 
parameters. As the graphs produced in Fluent reflect the performance of a given 
impeller at different heights, Fluent data had to be exported to Microsoft Excel to 














RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
4.1 Moving Wall Vs. Multiple Reference Frame Method 
 
 Difference between these 2 methods, as discussed in the section, is that the 
Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) method uses the rotation of the entire Rotating 
domain (with the impeller shaped cavity inside), Whereas the Moving Wall (MW) 
method uses the Rotating Wall rotation, reflecting only the geometry of the impeller 
to simulate the impeller movement. MRF is one of the most common methods used in 
analyzes involving rotary elements and in section, The MRF system will be tested and 
compared with the MW system to decide the best approach to use in the case study. 
 
 
(a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 4.1.1: Velocity Streamline Generated by (a) MRF; (b) MW Method 
 
 The velocity streamlines in Figure 4.1.1 above show that both methods have 
an almost equal fluid flow although the MRF created streamlines have a slightly higher 





(a)                                                                    (b)         
Figure 4.1.2: Horizontal Velocity Contour Generated by (a) MRF; (b) MW Method 
 
 Figure 4.1.2 shows that the MW method provided a more accurate 
representation of the flow induced by the impeller compared to the horizontal velocity 
contour produced by the MRF method. 
A circular shape of high velocity region is observed in the contour generate by 
the multiple reference frame method as fluid in the circular shaped domain rotates and 
transferring its momentum to around fluid area, leading to inaccuracy of the contour 
generated. The MRF approach can therefore capture an exact contour around the 
surface of the impeller.  
 
 
(a)                                                                (b) 




 The velocity vectors in Figure 4.1.3 show that the velocity contours created by 
the multiple reference frame technique show fluid flow in all directions outward from 
the rotating domain as the cylindrical shaped fluid rotates, overshadowing the velocity 
vectors produced by the cavity within the domain and making it impossible to 
determine the actual flow provided by the cavity itself.  The MW method will produce 
a more discernible flow vector, as the fluid is drawn into the impeller region and 
projected upwards.  
 Based on the observation from Figure 4.1.1, Figure 4.1.2, and Figure 4.1.3 
above, it could be stated that the MRF method is not suitable for this case study. As 
turbulent mixing case study depends on the momentum and kinetic energy transfer, the 
additional energy and momentum carried by the fluid within the rotating domain 
influences the simulation outcome, creating difficulties in analysing the flow and 
direction fields. Whereas, the MW approach can provide consistent results and is 
observed in the figures above for this case study, accurate representation of flow fields 
and direction of flow. The following parts will be addressed using the results obtained 
by the MW method because of the accuracy and reliability given by the MW method. 
 
 
4.2 Graphical Analysis 
 
 In this section, the graphical analysis of the fluid flow induced by the impellers 
will be discussed. Graphical analysis provides a visualization on the flow developed 
as a result of the impellers’ geometry as they rotate in the mixing vessel. 
 
4.2.1 Wall Shear Vector 
 
 
Figure 4.2.1: Wall Shear Vector of Counterflow Impeller 
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 Figure 4.2.1 earlier shows that as the Counterflow impeller rotates counter-
clockwise and moves through the fluid, the flow on the inside of the blade is directed 
downward. The fluid flow is noted to be axially guided through the plate and 
observation on the outward of blade shows that the fluid is flow guided upward as it 
slides on the blade surface, whereas at the bottom of the outer blade the flow looks 
downwards instead of coming in contact with the tip of the blade. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.2: Wall Shear Vector of 4-Sided Flow Impeller 
 
 Figure 4.2.2 above indicates that the induced flow on the inner blade is 
alternately directed upward and downward. When the fluid enters the buffer layer, the 
flow is directed axially, and an alternating up and down movement on the outer blade 
may be observed. The flow alternating up and down is close to that of the Sawtooth 
impeller, and may lead to the "slotted" fluid flow effect. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.3: Wall Shear of Vector for Sawtooth Impeller 
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 From the wall of shear vector in Figure 4.2.3 above, it could be observed that 
the protruded blades of the Sawtooth impeller directed the flow radially in all 
directions while simultaneously directing the flow alternately up and down through the 
disk plate, producing the "slotted" effect of fluid flow. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.4: Wall Shear of Vector for Incline Blade Impeller 
 
 Observation made on Figure 4.2.4 shows that the inclined blade of this impeller 
design caused the fluid to flow more radially outwards compared to the original design. 
 
4.2.2 Velocity Vector 
 
 
Figure 4.2.5: Velocity of Vector for Counterflow Impeller 
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 In Figure 4.2.5 indicates that the fluid flows radially in all directions while 
spiralling flow can be observed in the center region, high flow across the area of the 
impeller is observed with low flow at the top of the vessel. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.6: Velocity Vector of 4-Sided Impeller 
 
 From Figure 4.2.6 above it can be seen that the fluid at the impeller's bottom 
region is drawn into the area of the impeller before being projected in several directions 









In Figure 4.2.7 above shows that the fluid is sucked into the impeller region at 
the bottom of the vessel and projected upward. Around the same time, downward 
vectors observed at the vessel's top region indicate that the fluid from the vessel's upper 
region is also drawn downward, forming a loop. Stark outward radial flow. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.8: Velocity of Vector for Inclined Blade Impeller 
 
Velocity vector from figure 4.2.8 indicates that the flow of fluid caused by 
Incline Blade Sawtooth impeller is identical to the Sawtooth impeller, whereas the flow 
concentration of the Sawtooth impeller around the impeller region seems to be 
scattered and the flow diverted to the other part of the vessel. 
 
 
4.3 Statistical Analysis 
 
 The graphical analysis provides a visual representation of the impeller-induced 
flux. Although it provides an insight into how the fluid forms, it is still too arbitrary. 
Therefore, a statistical analysis is needed to reinforce the graphical analysis and 
provide numerical data for a credible analysis. Fort this study, the mixing performance 
will be quantified as the Flow Velocity. Velocity is chosen as it represents the presence 
of movement in a fluid, and it could be predicted that if a fluid velocity is present at a 




4.3.1 Mixing Performance at Bottom Region of Mixing Vessel 
 
Table 4.1: Flow Velocity in mm/s at z=20mm From Bottom of Vessel 
 
 
























Radial Distance Vs. Velocity at z=20mm
Counterflow Multiflow Sawtooth Angled-Blade Sawtooth













0 29 60.2 123 127 
8.89 30.7 71.1 139 143 
17.8 36.8 79.8 146 152 
26.7 41 79.4 144 151 
35.6 41.9 74.4 136 144 
44.4 42.4 67.1 128 136 
53.3 43.3 57.6 115 125 
62.2 37.9 43.5 103 112 
71.1 22.3 24 66.4 75.1 
80 1.6 1.9 0 0 
Mean 32.7 55.9 110 116 
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             For this study, the vessel is 2L beaker that has a height of 0.22 m and its 
diameter are 160 mm,  At a height of 20mm from the bottom of the vessel, this graph 
will indicate the fluid flow at the bottom of the vessel, from the observation the 
counterflow impeller has the lowest fluid velocity of all the designs of the impeller, 
with a highest flow velocity 43.43 mm / s at a radial distance of 53.33 mm, meanwhile 
the Inclined Blade impeller has the maximun fluid flow velocity at highest speed of 
154 mm/s at 17.85 mm its radial distance.  
4-sided impeller demonstrated a major increase in speed relative to its 
counterpart, for its highest flow rate of 78.9 mm / s at a radial distance of 17.7 mm, 
nearly doubling the counterflow impeller's maximum velocity. Nevertheless, the 4-
sided impeller seems too incapable of radially boosting the flow, with the outer area 
still having poor flow speed. Compared to the original version, the Inclined Blade 
impeller improvise significantly, providing a higher flow rate to all its radial distances. 
Another thing to notice is that the Sawtooth and Inclined Blade impellers have a 
recorded flow speed of stagnation which is 0.0 mm / s at a radial distance of 80 mm, 
while the Counterflow and it counterpart have a recorded flow velocity of 1.59 mm/s 
and 1.95 mm/s respectively at 80mm of radial distance. Though the flow rate low, that 
means both impellers would perform better to provide radial fluid flow than the 



















Different types of simulation approaches available mean that the subject matter 
needs to be researched more carefully to choose the best approach for the specific case, 
as certain methods are ideally suited for certain purposes. 
In this analysis, instead of the Multiple Reference Frame method, the Moving 
Wall method was chosen, as it represents a more accurate impeller simulation in 
turbulent mixing than the MRF method. MRF method is unsuitable for use due to the 
additional fluid momentum it possesses and affecting the end result since in turbulence 
mixing simulation, fluid momentum plays a major role. In case studies such as ceiling 
fans in a space or exhaust fans, MRF may be used safely because in those situations, 
fluid momentum isn't as crucial. RANS method that saves computing time was chosen. 
Furthermore, it was evidenced that steady state k-ε RANS is adequate in representing 
the fluid flow in turbulent mixing. 
From observation the 4-sided and the Inclined blade impeller were found to be 
more powerful than their original counterpart in providing higher turbulence fluid 
flow. The 4-sided impeller, which could have potentially improved the flow of fluid 
due to the additional flow direction, which resulting in better radial flow across the 
vessel at all height coverage rates. It did increase the flow intensity in the vessel, 
providing strong flow from the bottom to the top of the vessel, while maintaining good 
radial flow as the original design. 
The Inclined blade sawtooth impeller has been improve to provide greater 
radial coverage by means of its angled bladed construction, which in turn improves 
coverage of vertical area potentially than its counterpart. Although it is observed to be 
effective in increasing the coverage of radial area, slightly. The coverage for vertical 
region was also marginally improved but this was expected at the expense of strong 
fluid in the centre area, as the impeller distributed the concentration of flow in the 
center area and projected it upwards and outwards. 
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This redesign has proven a success for the industrial paint mixing case based 
on the results obtained. However, this does not necessarily mean that the modified 
designs are better as the complex turbulent mixing nature dictated that it all comes 
down to the application of the impeller as different of vessel configuration, working 





 More studies are required to build an innovative impeller properly. Related 
criteria such as the density of fluid flow and its operating viscosity, the position of 
impellers and the working speed of rotation should be taken into consideration when 
designing an impeller, since they would have a direct effect on the output.  
For future studies, by considering study the effect for the sawtooth impeller of 
inner-to-outer blade ratio, the weight of impeller, blade width, Counterflow impeller 
and disk radius, number of blades, blade height, and blade angle. Research of the 
effectiveness of the 4-side and inclined blade impeller in different configurations for 
its vessels, fluid properties, and operating speed should also be done in order to further 
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